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Sepultura ; RO9328-4, Sepultura - album cover ArisenArise (album) version 122 ; RR 9000-2, M-CD 0011093,
Sepultura and Anthrax; RRA004-2 For decades, people believed that Metallica was formed in California as the most
advanced and ideologically verified model, while other groups were sometimes quite primitive experiments that were
essentially open, "vulgar" music. By the end of the 80s, METALLICA had become an exemplary band that had created
its own mythology that propelled them to the top of the music industry. Whether "ME" metal is important to the band is
up to you to decide. All you need to know is that this group has influenced generations of people, and you must be
completely delighted with it if you want your childhood to be wonderful and cloudless. I won't say the Mets is the best
album ever. In general, it can only be the best in our history. It has the least amount of humor, the most tension, rage and
intense energy.This is real music that is read between the lines and expresses emotions. Basically, it's a tribute. But it's
also proof that Metallica isn't just another great album that's been recorded and released, it's a million times more. This
is not an artistic exaggeration. It's true. This is music that I can listen to many, many times, and all the time it seems to
me that the song is not finished yet, there is still a lot in it. And she has a long life ahead of her. No one can tell you
when Methven or Lords of Metal will be finished, no one even knows if they will ever be finished. But this is a very
important album. Mmetal has a second wind and there is no doubt that it will reach new heights. Without MH, there
would be no MxPx, Def Leppard, Slayer, Dio, Nazareth, and thousands of other bands around the world. Los Angeles-
based United Artists provided the impetus for the band's entire solo career. She has been a leader in modern pop culture
and on the one hand
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